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BODY SEARCHES

A. Proponent: Office of the Director/Deputy Director, as supported by the Prisoner Operations Division (POD), 202-307-5100.

B. Purpose: This directive provides specific instructions to United States Marshals Service (USMS) employees for determining if, and under what conditions, body searches are legally permissible and how they will be conducted.

C. Authority: The Director's authority to issue this directive governing body searches is set forth in the 28 USC 566(a)(d).

D. Policy:

1. Deputy United States Marshals (DUSMs) are authorized to conduct the following types of searches of prisoners and other persons who are under arrest:
   a. Pat-down search;
   b. In-custody search;
   c. Strip search; and
   d. Digital cavity search.

2. This directive applies to all searches of persons, including juveniles. Whenever possible, an authorized body search will be conducted by two USMS employees. If two USMS employees are not available, the search will be conducted by two law enforcement officers (e.g., arresting agents, task force officers, etc.), one of which is a USMS employee.

3. Body searches require a professional, systematic, methodical, and consistent approach exhibited by a polite but firm demeanor. Persons to be searched should not be physically forced as long as they comply with commands.

E. Procedures:

1. Pat-down Search: A procedure of patting or running of a deputy's hands over the person's clothed body as well as the opening of pockets or other areas where weapons or contraband may be concealed. The following procedures are applicable to pat-down searches:
   a. In a cellblock, pat-down searches may be conducted on a routine basis without a threshold level of suspicion.
   b. When a person needs to be removed immediately from the scene for his or her safety or the safety of the arresting deputies, a pat-down search may be performed instead of an in-custody search.
   c. To ensure all areas are covered, the pat-down search will begin at the top of the body and work down.

2. In-custody Search: A more exact and complete search of the prisoner's body and attire. The
When conducting a strip search, the deputy will:

1) Instruct the prisoner to remove all loose articles (including valuables, hairpieces, dentures, glasses, etc.). Separate the clothing and any other items from the prisoner prior to the search, and conduct a thorough visual examination of the prisoner’s body, from the top of the head to the bottom of the feet.

2) Direct the prisoner to vigorously brush his or her hair with fingers to dislodge any contraband. If the prisoner does not, to the satisfaction of the deputy conducting the search, adequately brush his or her hair, the deputy will conduct the hair search by using his or her hands or an item such as a pen or pencil.

3) Inspect behind each ear and look inside the prisoner’s ear canals, nostrils, and mouth, checking under the tongue, roof of the mouth, and between the lips and gums. Visually inspect down the front of the body, paying close attention to areas such as armpits, breasts; and genital area. Direct the prisoner to face in the opposite direction and conduct a visual inspection of the upper back area.

4) Direct the prisoner to spread his or her legs and bend forward at the waist. Observe the anus area and genitals from the rear. Conclude with an observation of the bottoms and between the toes of both feet.

5) Conduct a thorough search of all clothing and property removed from the prisoner before returning any of the items to the prisoner. The clothing inspection should include any areas where contraband or weapons may be located (i.e., pockets, linings, collars, cuffs). Items not returned to a prisoner are to be inventoried on form USM-18, Prisoner Property Receipt.

g. Prior to accepting a prisoner(s) from a detention facility, institution, or other inside or outside source, deputies may perform their own strip search as necessary based on the factors (listed above in D.3.a.) due to the prisoner’s contact with individual(s) inside or outside the facility and the need for a thorough search for contraband and/or weapons. If a deputy has reasonable suspicion that a strip search is necessary, and is denied the opportunity or space to perform a strip search, the deputy is authorized to refuse acceptance of the prisoner. The United States Marshal (USM) and Justice Prisoner and Alien Transportation System (JPATS) (if a JPATS trip is involved) are to be immediately notified if a prisoner is not to be transported.

4. Digital-cavity Search: A search that involves intrusion or entrance into a body cavity (mouth, ears, nostrils, rectum, vagina) by anyone other than the prisoner being searched, using a finger, thumb, tongue depressor, simple otoscope or short nasal speculum. The following procedures are applicable to a digital cavity search:

a. Determine if reasonable suspicion exists to believe the prisoner has concealed contraband in a body cavity before this type of search is undertaken. The prisoner should be kept under constant visual surveillance until the search is conducted.

b. Only a physician, physician’s assistant, or nurse is authorized to administer a digital cavity search; unless exceptional circumstances require emergency action by nonmedical personnel.

c. Contact the United States Attorney regarding the advisability of a search warrant if circumstances indicate a digital intrusion is justified but not immediately required for security or safety reasons. Obtain approval from a USMS supervisor to conduct this type of search.

d. As an alternative, a photographic search may be conducted using X-rays to locate swallowed contraband or contraband hidden in casts, prosthetic devices, or prisoner’s property. This medical procedure must be conducted by a physician and documented as in the case of a digital cavity search.

5. Prisoners of the Opposite Sex

a. Prisoners will be searched by a deputy of the same sex; however, in extenuating circumstances, or where the need for security dictates, an in-custody search may be
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conducted by a deputy of the opposite sex. A hand-held metal detector may be used to supplement
the search under these circumstances.

b. Pat-down searches and searches incident to a lawful arrest may be performed by deputies of
the opposite sex in extenuating circumstances and when a deputy of the same sex is not
available. In this case, the search will be made in the presence of another person and
documented using form USM-210, Field Report. A more complete search will be performed
when the prisoner has been removed from the danger area.

6. Reporting Procedures

a. Any strip search conducted for reasons other than receipt of a new prisoner or as described in
this directive (above in D.3.a.) shall be reported on form USM-210, Field Report, the same day
the search is conducted. The report shall contain the following details:

1) Identity of the prisoner searched;
2) Date, place, and type of search;
3) Time and duration of search;
4) Evidence or information that led a deputy to believe the strip search was warranted,
   along with any recommendation for further action;
5) Identity of the deputy conducting and the supervisor approving the search;
6) The names of all persons present during the search;
7) A detailed description of the nature and extent of the search; and
8) A description of any weapons, evidence, or contraband found during the search.

b. All digital cavity searches shall also be reported on form USM-210, Field Report, and shall
include the identity of the supervisor approving the search as well as the name and title of the
medical person performing the search.

c. The completed form USM-210, Field Report, will be placed in the prisoner's file, with a copy
forwarded to the appropriate USM or designee.

d. For all searches, form USM-18, Prisoner Property Receipt, and form USM-102, Seized
Property and Evidence Control, will be completed, as applicable.

F. Definitions:

1. Deputy (United States Marshal): Includes all operational employees assigned to the 1811 and 082
job series, Detention Enforcement Officers, and District Security Officers.

2. Body Search: A search conducted for an official law enforcement purpose which may include the
patting down of a prisoner for weapons or contraband, the removal and examination of the clothing
worn by a prisoner, or the examination of the exterior skin surface and interior body cavities.

3. Reasonable Suspicion: Articulable facts that reasonably lead a deputy to suspect that a particular
person is concealing a weapon, contraband, or evidence of a crime on or within his or her body.

Note: Minor changes -
1) Removed wording under section D.1.e.: Search incident to a lawful arrest and any references to this type of body
search; also reworded sentences without changing content to improve clarity; and formatted policy to conform
to current policy style. Changes approved by AD, PGD on 11/30/09 per USM-98 form. Archived Policy: Body
Search 120309.
2) Added grammar/punctuation changes, 1/2/09. Archived Policy: Body Search
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